
 
 
 

Material to review for the tests in November  
Use the sheets in your binder, exercises on my website and your Help Station booklet to review for the tests 

 
 
 

1. Personal information –(name, grade, age) Know how to answer the questions in English e.g. What grade are you in? I’m in Grade 4. 
(practice on my website) 

2. Colours – to pronounce and to understand the colour when you hear it (practice on my website) 
3. Actions p. 7 in Help Station (to understand the instructions on the test) 
4. Actions p.8 & p. 7 (to recognize the action when you hear it, e.g. Can you play hockey well? I can sing well. ) 
5. Structures: I can…,  I can’t…,  Can you … ?  Yes, I can./ No, I can’t.  

e.g.  I can swim.  I can’t fly. Can you play the piano? Can you swim well? 
                              Look at the sheets in your binder “Can - Conjugation”,  “Can or Can’t?” & “Can or Can’t – About You 

6. Blue Sheet (Functional Language) – all sentences in PART 1  (to pronounce,  understand what they mean and when to use them ) 
 

 
 
 
 

1. Pronouns (I, you, she…) to understand a pronoun (p.3 Help Station) e.g. e.g. My mom is pretty. ___ is pretty. (answer: She) 
2. Conjugation: verb CAN  e.g. She can jump high, but she can’t swim. I can swim and I can dive. Can you swim? 
3. Structures: Can you … ?  I can…,  I can’t…,  I can do that. I can’t do that.  I can swim well but I can’t drive at all. 
4. Actions p.8 & p. 7 in Help Station (Name the actions on the pictures. Use the words from the Word Bank. Understand instructions, 

e.g. Draw a little cat. Write your name. Read the sentence.) 
5. Numbers  - 1-50  on p. 2 in Help Station, to recognize in writing  e.g. fifteen = _____________  answer:       15_____ 
6. Vocabulary from the Routines Sheets & Activities: “Actions (1)” crossword,  “Actions (2)”crossword, “Colors”crossword,  

“My Classroom-Puzzle crossword”+ sheets “Can -Conjugation”, “Can or Can’t?” & “Can or Can’t – About You. 
Practice the vocabulary with activities on my website.  English with Miss Agnieszka   password: hello2014 
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